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After her husband's death, Grace Stevens returns to her family and her Amish community. She'd

suffered through an abusive marriage and wanted nothing more than to be baptized into the Amish

faith and begin a new life. Grace finds it impossible to put the past behind her when Marlene, the

woman who caused her to leave the community, was now living in Grace's family home and married

to Grace's brother. More friction occurs between the women when Grace discovers that she's five

months pregnant. As Marlene is childless after four years of marriage, she spirals further into

depression.When Grace learns that the man she nearly married is still single, she wonders if they

might rekindle what they once had, but her hopes fade when she learns she's not the only woman

interested in him. Can Grace come to terms with having her late husband's baby, forgive Marlene

enough to comfort her, and secure the love of the man she once loved so dearly? Also in this

series:Book 1: Amish Widow's HopeBook 3: Amish Widow's FaithBook 4: Their Son's Amish

BabyBook 5: Amish Widow's ProposalBook 6: The Pregnant Amish NannyBook 7: A Pregnant

Widow's Amish VacationBook 8. The Amish Firefighter's WidowBook 9. Amish Widow's SecretBook

10 The Middle-Aged Amish WidowAll Samantha Price books are clean and wholesome reads.
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I am really enjoying this series. I loved Anita and Simon's story in book one. I wasn't disappointed

with Grace and Adam's story. I won't spoil their story by telling more than what was in the book

description. I hate when more is told of the story in a review is that is written. I want to enjoy reading

the book myself to see what will happen. All I will say is that I read it in one sitting. As short as the

book was, the plot and characters were well developed. My interest as kept from the beginning until

the end. I recommend this book.

This is book 2.I like the last line of this book: ....out of bad things comes good... That is so right.

There were a lot of good sayings in this book. Good characters and character building events.It was

an interesting fast read .....but I have to admit after reading book 1 of this series, ( there are 4 in this

series) I was ready to continue on with the same characters and circumstances. But the author had

other plans and incorporated new events and actions to warm my heart and kept me reading and

wanting more.I enjoyed this book and I believe you will too if you want a good clean spiritual

read.Reading the Amish is always intriguing.Read about this young mother to-be is heart warming. I

spend a lovely evening getting to know her and her family.I purchased this book at full price and I

wanted to give you my thoughts on it without giving away its contents.

This series is wonderful. It teaches you that there is indeed a purpose and plan for everyone and

that God is at work in all situations. He always wants what is best for us and is moving us towards

that if we will allow him to. These books have romance and sometimes a little intrigue. They show

us that just because we face adversity we don't have to stay down and because we lose a spouse

we don't have to stay alone, we can find love again if we want to. These are very family oriented

and allow you to learn things and how people react to situations and see things in ways that maybe

you never thought of. This is very helpful to me.

Thank you, Samantha this is a perfect story.I like it, very much. This is one of those story than you

want to finish it,and at the same time don't. I love it.

This book was a quick & enjoying read. The element of intriguing surprise made it difficult for me to

stop reading. There were several moral or ethical decisions made by the characters as well. I would

definitely recommend Samantha Price's books to anyone interested in Amish Christian fiction.



This is a fabulously written story. It has so many similarities that have happened in my personal life.

It helps to know that there are so many challenges in life that people face. That without faith in the

Lord. We all would be a mess. We should all remember that things happen in the Lords own time. I

have now been blessed with a wonderful husband. After being in bad marriage for so many

years.Thank you Samantha for reminding me if God's Grace.

I really like it and how story unfolded, but get to end and you feel let down as so would love to know

what happens after book ends. The feeling of that is it ? Will ever find out how things turn out.

Amish Romance stories are a great way to fill your heart with romance. Samantha price is a talented

author that writes wonderful books with love and god
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